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Abstract
This paper provides a brief analytical review of the current state-of-the-art in
relation to the explainability of artificial intelligence in the context of recent
advances in machine learning and deep learning. The paper starts with a brief
historical introduction and a taxonomy, and formulates the main challenges in
terms of explainability building on the recently formulated National Institute
of Standards four principles of explainability. Recently published methods
related to the topic are then critically reviewed and analyzed. Finally, future
directions for research are suggested.
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1 | INTRODUCTION
Artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML) have demonstrated their potential to revolutionize industries,
public services, and society, achieving or even surpassing human levels of performance in terms of accuracy for a range
of problems, such as image and speech recognition (Mnih et al., 2015) and language translation (Young et al., 2018).
However, their most successful offering in terms of accuracy—deep learning (DL) (LeCun et al., 2015)—is often charac-
terized as being “black box” and opaque (Pasquale, 2015; Rudin, 2019). Indeed, such models have a huge number
(many millions or even a billion) of weights (parameters) which are supposed to contain the information learned from
training data. Not only is the number of these weights very large, but their link to the physical environment of the prob-
lem is extremely hard to isolate. This makes explaining such forms of AI to users highly problematic. Using opaque,
“black box” models is especially problematic in highly sensitive areas such as healthcare and other applications related
to human life, rights, finances, and privacy. Since, the applications of advanced AI and ML, including DL, are now
growing rapidly, encompassing the digital health, legal, transport, finance, and defense sectors, the issues of transpar-
ency and explainability are being recognized increasingly as critically important. For example, a search in Google
Trends (https://trends.google.com/trends/) reveals that in the last decade publications using the terms “DL” and
“explainable AI” (XAI) both grew significantly, but while the curve for DL is now in a saturation stage over the last
3 years or so, the curve for XAI is growing exponentially starting precisely 3 years ago when the saturation in regards to
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DL started to be observed as illustrated by Figure 1. This is not coincidental and demonstrates that as the huge increase
in interest towards DL starts to saturate, interest towards XAI is gearing up trying to address open research and accept-
ability questions (Arrieta et al., 2020). In this paper, this trend is analyzed and, further, a taxonomy of XAI is provided.
Moreover, we also investigate novelties in terms of XAI and include an analysis involving the Caltech-101
benchmarking dataset. Following a brief historical and critical state-of-the-art review we also consider some applica-
tions for which explainability is critically important. The paper concludes with a discussion.
2 | BRIEF HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE
AI was closely linked to both ML and to logic and symbolic forms of reasoning from its inception in the middle of the
20th century (Samuel, 1959; Smolensky, 1987). ML and data-driven statistical techniques gained momentum in recent
years due to an unprecedented increase in the number and complexity of data available (now the majority of data are
unstructured, with many more images/videos as well as text/speech in comparison to the 20th century) (Bishop, 2006;
Goodfellow et al., 2014).
Historically, the first methods of AI, such as decision trees (Quinlan, 1990), symbolic AI (Smolensky, 1987), expert
systems, fuzzy logic, and automated reasoning (Robinson & Voronkov, 2001), as well as some forms of artificial neural
networks (ANNs), for example, radial-basis function (RBF) architectures and linguistic, prototype-based, representa-
tions were significantly more interpretable and self-explainable than the more recent and more efficient forms such as
support vector machines (SVMs) (Hearst et al., 1998) and most other forms of ANNs.
In the last few years, explainability has become an important issue not only for scientists, but also for the wider pub-
lic including, regulators, and politicians. As AI and ML (and, especially, DL) become more wide spread and intertwined
with human-centric applications, and algorithmic decisions become more consequential to individuals and society,
attention has shifted back from accuracy to explainability (Angelov & Soares, 2020; Core et al., 2006; Pedreschi
et al., 2019). Complex and “black box” (Pasquale, 2015; Rudin, 2019) types of models can easily fool users (Nguyen
et al., 2015) and, in turn, this can lead to dangerous or even fatal consequences (Stilgoe, 2020). Opening the “black box”
is critically important not only for acceptability within society, but also for regulatory purposes. (In 2019 the US Con-
gress passed the Algorithmic Accountability Act (MacCarthy, 2019) and the EU enshrined the right for an explanation
to the consumer (Core et al., 2006; Goodman & Flaxman, 2017; Pedreschi et al., 2019).) The current data-rich environ-
ment brought the temptation to take shortcuts from raw data to solutions using a very large number of abstract, purely
numerical parameters (Angelov & Soares, 2020; Rudin, 2019; Stock & Cisse, 2018), without providing a deep insight
into, and understanding of, the underlying dependencies, causalities, and internal model structures. The issue of
explainability is an open research question for some of the most successful (in terms of accuracy) forms of ML such as
SVMs, DL, and many of the ANNs (Bishop, 2006), as Figure 2 illustrates.
In the above context, the main question is not so much: Can we get an XAI solution?, but Can we get a highly accu-
rate XAI solution comparable to the accuracy that DL would provide? Table 1 illustrates some results for the Caltech-101
FIGURE 1 Illustrates the interest evolution towards two terms according to Google Trends: (a) deep learning (DL), (b) explainable
artificial intelligence (XAI)
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benchmarking dataset considering different methods and evaluation metrics (best results are highlighted with bold
fonts).
AI has been closely related to automated reasoning and mimicking human intelligence from its inception
(Angelov & Gu, 2018). ANNs, as a branch of AI that is closely related to ML, went through a roller coaster cycle of
development starting in the middle of the past century while the Second World War was still raging with the introduc-
tion of the computational perceptron—the model of a single neural cell (neuron) by Warren McCulloch and Walter
Pitts in 1943 (Bien & Tibshirani, 2011). At the time that this theory was introduced it was very close to the biological
original that inspired it—the human brain. With the power that comes from networking multiple (i.e., millions or even
billions of) neurons comes predictive power, but also a complexity that tends to opaqueness. Historically, ANNs went
through their first boom during the 1980s–1990s when one of the main achievements was the introduction of popular
efficient supervised learning methods, such as the back-propagation algorithm by Werbos (1990), and architectures
such as multi-layer perceptrons (MLPs), RBF, and so on. The power of ANNs is in the layered architecture which, in
effect, performs a series of embedded mathematical transformations—somewhat analogous to the Russian dolls called
“matryoshka”:
yp ¼ f n
X
q











where yp denotes the pth output; w represents the weights; j is the number of inputs/features and i is the number of
neurons at a hidden layer; f1 denotes the activation function of the input layer; f2 denotes the activation function of a
hidden layer; fn denotes the activation function of the output layer.
FIGURE 2 Accuracy vs. interpretability for different machine learning models
TABLE 1 Performance comparison for the Caltech-101 dataset
Method Accuracy Time (s) #Parameters Interpretability
xDNN (Angelov & Soares, 2020) 94.31% 362 4 per class High
VGG-16 (Simonyan & Zisserman, 2014) 90.32% 18,332 138.000.000 Very low
ResNet-50 (He et al., 2016) 90.39% 12,540 23.000.000 Very low
Random forest (Breiman, 2001) 87.12% 412 20,000 Medium
SVM (Hearst et al., 1998) 86.64% 783 15,000 Low
kNN (Peterson, 2009) 85.65% 221 300 and all data Low
Decision tree (Quinlan, 1996) 86.42% 236 5 rules per class High
Naive Bayes (Rish, 2001) 54.84% 323 409,700 Medium
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MLPs have one or more hidden layers. ANNs with multiple hidden layers are now called “deep.” ML occurs by
modifying the weights of the links between the nodes of neighboring layers. The good news is that the huge number of
weights allows one to model highly complex functions that map the inputs (in the case of classification—features) to
the output(s)—(in classification—class labels). It has been proven theoretically that an MLP can approximate arbitrarily
well any nonlinear function (Hornik et al., 1990). Indeed, ANNs are highly parametric models. In addition, the layered
structure allows the learning to be performed using error back-propagation with the relatively simple and reliable gradi-
ent family of methods combined with conveniently described single neuron activation functions, such as Gaussian or
linear. The bad news is that the potentially huge number of weights (unknown parameters) requires a lot of training
data, time, computational resources, and makes the overall model hard to explain because the link between the weights
and the physicality of the original problem is broken. In comparison, humans can learn from very few examples, or
even a single example, and understand the concept behind the classification decision as well as explain and articulate it
to others. The AI systems of the future will have to emulate such capabilities (Angelov & Gu, 2018).
Historically, interest towards ANNs dipped around the mid-90s leading to the so-called AI winter and attention
moved away. Even the success of IBMs Deep Blue chess playing computer program that was able to beat the world's
best chess player Gary Kasparov was not able to revitalize AI (Campbell et al., 2002). However, when in 2015 the UK
company DeepMind that defeated the world champion of the game Go with its AlphaGo (Chang et al., 2016) using a
deep form of ANN, interest in ANNs and AI, as well as ML, returned with full force. It does have to be acknowledged
that problems such as (so-called fair) games are well-structured logical problems and, therefore, easier to learn in com-
parison to the much more open-ended real-life problems that are of interest to various industrial and defense applica-
tions. For example, autonomous driving or aerial systems, financial, health, legal, and other real-life problems are more
complex, unpredictable, and uncertain (Nilsson, 2014).
3 | XAI TAXONOMY
In the literature, a variety of terms exist to indicate the opposite of the “black box” nature of some of the AI and ML,
and especially DL, models. We distinguish the following terms:
• Transparency: a model is considered to be transparent if, by itself, it has the potential to be understandable. In other
words, transparency is the opposite of “black-box” (Adadi & Berrada, 2018).
• Interpretability: is defined as the capacity to provide interpretations in terms that are understandable to a human
(Gilpin et al., 2018).
• Explainability: is related with the notion of explanation as an interface between humans and an AI system. It com-
prises AI systems that are accurate and comprehensible to humans (Gilpin et al., 2018).
Although these terms are similar in their semantic meanings, they confer different levels of AI to be accepted by
humans. For more details, the ontology and taxonomy of XAI at a high level can be detailed as below:
• Transparent model: Typical transparent models (Adadi & Berrada, 2018) include k-nearest neighbors (kNN), decision
trees, rule-based learning, Bayesian network, and so on. The decisions from these models are often transparent,
although transparency, as a property, is not sufficient to guarantee that a model will be readily explainable.
• Opaque model: Typical opaque models (Pasquale, 2015; Rudin, 2019) include random forest, neural networks, SVMs,
and so on. Although these models often achieve high accuracy, they are not transparent.
• Model agnostic: Model-agnostic XAI approaches (Dieber & Kirrane, 2020) are designed with the purpose of being
generally applicable. As a result, they have to be flexible enough, so that they do not depend on the intrinsic architec-
ture of the model, thus, operating solely on the basis of relating the input of a model to its outputs.
• Model-specific: Model-specific XAI approaches often take advantage of knowing a specific model and aim to bring
transparency to a particular type of one or several models (Bach et al., 2015).
• Explanation by simplification: By simplifying a model via approximation (Tritscher et al., 2020), we can find alterna-
tives to the original models to explain the prediction we are interested in. For example, we can build a linear model
or a decision tree around the predictions of a model, using the resulting model as a surrogate to explain the more
complex one.
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• Explanation by feature relevance: This idea is similar to simplification. Roughly, this type of XAI approaches attempts
to evaluate a feature based on its average expected marginal contribution to the model's decision, after all possible
combinations have been considered (Chen et al., 2019; Pedreschi et al., 2019).
• Visual explanation: This type of XAI approach is based on visualization (Chattopadhay et al., 2018). As such, the fam-
ily of data visualization approaches can be exploited to interpret the prediction or decision over the input data.
• Local explanation: Local explanations (Selvaraju et al., 2017) approximate the model in a narrow area, around a spe-
cific instance of interest, and offer information about how the model operates when encountering inputs that are
similar to the one we are interested in explaining.
The ML literature predominantly uses the term “interpretability” as opposed to “explainability,” but according to
Burkart and Huber (2020), interpretability itself is insufficient as it does not cover all possible problems associated with
understanding “black-box” models. To gain the trust of users, and acquire meaningful insights about the causes, rea-
sons, and decisions of “black-box” approaches, explainability is required rather than simple interpretability. Although,
explainable models are interpretable by default, the opposite is not always true. The existing literature (Adadi &
Berrada, 2018) divides XAI taxonomy by:
• Scope (local (Bach et al., 2015; Selvaraju et al., 2017) and global (Chen et al., 2019; Pedreschi et al., 2019)).
• Usage (post hoc, e.g., surrogate models (Dieber & Kirrane, 2020; Pedreschi et al., 2019; Tritscher et al., 2020) and
intrinsic to the model architecture, e.g., explainable-by-design (Soares, Angelov, Biaso, et al., 2020; Soares, Angelov,
Costa, et al., 2020)).
• Methodology (focused on the features (Chen et al., 2019; Selvaraju et al., 2017) or on the model parameters (Dieber &
Kirrane, 2020)).
In recognition of the growing importance of this topic, NIST published in August 2020 Four principles of XAI
(Phillips et al., 2020), which define the following fundamental principles which an AI must honor to be considered an
XAI as follows:
• Explanation: this principle states that an AI system must supply evidence, support; or reasoning for each decision
made by the system.
• Meaningful: this principle states that the explanation provided by the AI system must be understandable by, and meaningful
to, its users. As different groups of users may have different necessities and experiences, the explanation provided by the AI
system must be fine-tuned to meet the various characteristics and needs of each group.
• Accuracy: this principle states that the explanation provided by the AI system must reflect accurately the system's processes.
• Knowledge limits: this principle states that AI systems must identify cases that they were not designed to operate in
and, therefore, their answers may not be reliable.
Figure 3 depicts the ontology of the XAI taxonomy. Transparent models can easily achieve explainability, while
opaque models require post hoc approaches to make them explainable. The categories of post hoc approaches are illus-
trated accordingly.
4 | REVIEW OF THE STATE-OF-THE-ART
Current research on XAI is still mostly limited to sensitivity analysis (Arrieta et al., 2020), layer-wise feature relevance
propagation and attribution (Tritscher et al., 2020), local pseudo explanations by LIME (Dieber & Kirrane, 2020), game-
theoretic Shapley additive explanations (Chen et al., 2019), gradient-based localization, and Grad-CAM (Selvaraju
et al., 2017) or surrogate models. In this section, some of the more widely used methods are outlined.
4.1 | Features-oriented methods
SHapley Additive exPlanation (SHAP) (Lundberg & Lee, 2017) is a game-theoretic approach to explain ML predictions.
SHAP seeks to deduce the amount each feature contributed to a decision by representing the features as players in a
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coalition game. The payoff of the game is an additive measure of importance, the so called Shapley value, which repre-
sents the weighted average contribution of a particular feature within every possible combination of features. As such,
local and global interpretations of a model are consistent and the average prediction is fairly distributed across all
Shapley values, meaning that contrasting comparisons between explanations are possible. However, if the model is not
additive then interpretation of the Shapley values is not always transparent, as predictive models may have non inde-
pendent pay-off splits. Furthermore, while SHAP can be considered model agnostic, optimized implementations of the
SHAP algorithm to all model types is not immediately straight forward or efficient.
Class activation maps (CAMs) are specific to CNNs. CAMs represent the per-class weighted linear sum of visual pat-
terns present at various spatial locations in an image (Zhou et al., 2016). More formally, global average pooling is
applied to the final convolutional feature map in a network, before the output layer. These pooled feature maps are
then used as the input features to a fully connected layer and output through a loss function. By projecting the weights
of the output back to the previous convolutional layer, the areas in the input image with greater influence over the
CNNs' decision are highlighted per-class and visible through a heatmap representation. CAMs cannot be applied to
pre-trained networks and networks that do not adhere to the specified fully convolutional network architecture. Addi-
tionally, spatial information can be lost by the fully connected layer and map scaling. Two generalizations of the base
CAM model, Grad-CAM (Selvaraju et al., 2017) and Grad-CAM++ (Chattopadhay et al., 2018), try to further increase
the explainability of CNNs.
Gradient-weighted class activation mapping (Grad-CAM) (Selvaraju et al., 2017) generalizes CAM to any arbitrary
CNN architecture and without retraining. The gradients for any target class are fed into the final convolutional layer
and an importance score computed in respect to the gradients. As with other methods, a heatmap representation of the
Grad-CAM indicates which regions of the input image were most important in the CNN's decisions. However, Grad-
CAM produces only coarse-grained visualizations and cannot explain multiple instances of the same object in an image.
Grad-Cam++ (Chattopadhay et al.) considers the weighted average of the gradients to overcome these drawbacks.
Feature oriented methods provide insights into where a decision is taking place in terms of the input, but fall short
of a human level explanation of how and why the model came to those decisions. Consequently, a human could not
exactly reproduce the explanations rendered by the model.
4.2 | Global methods
For features with precise semantic definitions, global attribution mappings (GAMs) (Ibrahim et al., 2019) can explain a
neural network's predictions on a global level, across subpopulations, by formulating attributions as weighted conjoined
rankings. The advantages are that different subpopulations can be captured through a tuneable granularity parameter.
FIGURE 3 The high-level ontology of explainable artificial intelligence approaches
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GAMs find a pair-wise rank distance matrix between features and a K-medoids clustering algorithm used to group simi-
lar local feature importances into clusters. The medoid of each cluster then summarizes the pattern detected in each
cluster as a global attribution. This approach is therefore relevant to feature exploration among different sub-
populations of samples.
Gradient-based saliency maps (Simonyan et al., 2013) are a visualization technique which render the absolute value
of the gradient (in respect to the input features) of the majority predicted class as a normalized heatmap. The pixels
with a high activation are highlighted and correspond to areas that are most influential (i.e., salient). The method's
explanation lies in the ability for a user to look at what features in the image are being used in the classification deci-
sion. However, the absolute value means that gradients of neurons with negative input are suppressed when propagat-
ing nonlinear layers. As with feature-oriented methods, gradient-based saliency maps do little to communicate
decisions beyond model diagnostics.
In Ancona et al. (2018), deep attribute maps are presented as a technique for rendering the explainability of
gradient-based methods. Importantly, the proposed framework illustrates evaluations between different saliencey-based
explanation models. Simply, the gradient of the output is multiplied by the respective input to generate an explanation
of a model's prediction in the form of a heatmap. Red and blue colors indicate positive and negative contributions,
respectively, to the output decision. Explanations are sensitive to noisy gradients and variations in the input. Deep attri-
bute maps alone cannot explain why two models produce similar or different results.
4.3 | Concept models
Concept activation vectors (CAVs) were introduced by Kim et al. (2021), a technique to explain globally the internal
states of a neural network by mapping human understandable features to the high-level latent features extracted by the
neural network. As such, CAVs represent the degree to which these abstract features point towards a set of human
understandable concepts chosen by a user. Of course, a certain amount of human bias is imposed, but by explaining the
associated concept it becomes possible to determine any defects in the decision-making process the model has learned;
for instance, if certain characteristics are mistakenly seen as important. Subsequently, automatic concept based expla-
nations (Ghorbani et al., 2019) extract CAVs automatically without human supervision, thereby removing human bias.
Instead of being chosen, the human understandable concepts are segmented at various spatial resolutions from in-class
images. Nevertheless, concept-based methods are reliant on the concepts being uniquely meaningful to the class, and
the effectiveness of explanation is adversely affected if a chosen concept is commonly present in multiple classes.
4.4 | Surrogate models
Local interpretable model-agnostic explanations (LIME) (Dieber & Kirrane, 2020) is a model-agnostic technique to cre-
ate locally optimized explanations of ML models. LIME trains an interpretable surrogate model to learn the local behav-
ior of a global “black box” model's predictions. For image classification, an input image is divided into patches of
contiguous superpixels (i.e., an image object) and a weighted local model is then trained on a new set of permuted
instances of the original image (i.e., some superpixels are turned to gray). The intuition is then that by changing aspects
of the input data that are human understandable (spatial objects) and learning the differences between those perturba-
tions and the original observations, one can learn what about the input contributed to each class score. However, these
explanations are not always informative or reliable at a human level if the parameters that control the perturbations
are chosen based solely on heuristics.
4.5 | Local, pixel-based methods
Layer-wise relevance propagation (LRP) (Bach et al., 2015) uses predefined propagation rules to provide an explanation
of a multilayered neural network's output in respect to the input. The method renders a heatmap, thereby providing
insight into which pixels contributed to the model's prediction and the extent to which they did. Accordingly, LRP high-
lights positive contributions to a network's decision. While LRP can be applied to an already trained network, this pro-
cess is post hoc and therefore provides only a simplified distillation of the features' role in the decision and is only
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applicable if the network implements backpropagation. DeconvNet (Noh et al., 2015) uses a semantic segmentation
algorithm which learns a deconvolution network and, therefore, provides insights about pixel contribution during the
classification process. Similarly, a deep belief network (Hinton et al., 2006) was proposed to improve the interpretability
of traditional neural networks.
4.6 | Human-centric methods
The above methods, despite their advantages, do not provide clear explanations understandable to humans. They rather
“barely scratch the surface” of the “black box” aiming for “damage limitation” with post hoc hints about the features
(attribute allocation) or localities within an image. This is radically different from the way people reason and make
decisions, make associations, evaluate similarities, and draw an analogy that can be articulated in court or to another
expert (e.g., in medicine, finance, law or other area). The aforementioned methods do not answer the fundamental
questions of model structure and parameters relating to the nature of the problem and completely ignore reasoning.
Recently, in Angelov and Soares (2020) a cardinally different approach to explainability was proposed which treats
it as a human-centric (anthropomorphic) phenomena rather than reducing it to statistics. Indeed, humans compare
items (e.g., images, songs, and movies) in their entirety and not per feature or pixel. People use similarity to associate
new data with previously learned and aggregated prototypes (Bien & Tibshirani, 2011) while statistics is based on aver-
ages (Bishop, 2006).
5 | EXPLAINABILITY-CRITICAL APPLICATIONS
The frequency and importance of algorithms in applications have lead regulators and official bodies to develop policies
that provide clearer accountability for algorithmic decision-making. One such example is the European Union's
General Data Protection Right, which some have interpreted as a “Right to Explanation” (Goodman & Flaxman, 2017).
Although the extent of this right is in dispute, the discourse around such topics has reinforced that automated systems
must avoid inequality and bias in decisions. Furthermore, they must fulfill the requirements for safety and security in
safety-critical tasks. Consequently, there has been a recent explosion of interest in XAI models in different areas.
Recently, it has been reported that XAI has been applied in several critical domain applications such as medicine
(Holzinger et al., 2017), the criminal justice system (Dressel & Farid, 2018), and autonomous driving (Cysneiros
et al., 2018).
In the medical domain there is a growing demand for AI approaches, most notably during the COVID-19 pandemic.
However, AI applications must not only perform well in terms of classification metrics, but need also to be trustworthy,
transparent, interpretable, and explainable, especially for clinical decision-making (Holzinger et al., 2017). Soares,
Angelov, Biaso, et al. (2020), for example, offered an explainable DL approach for COVID-19 identification via com-
puted tomography (CT) scans. The proposed approach was reported to surpass mainstream DL approaches such as
ResNet (He et al., 2016), GoogleNet (Szegedy et al., 2015), and VGG-16 (Simonyan & Zisserman, 2014) in terms of accu-
racy, F1 score and other statistical metrics of performance, but critically, this approach is based on prototypes which, in
this case, represent a CT scan that a radiologist can clearly understand. The prototypes are examples of CT scans of
patients with or without COVID. This approach can be expanded readily to include more classes, such as “mild” or
“severe” COVID, and so on, or go to the level of superpixels as in Tetila et al. (2020). Furthermore, the proposed deep
neural network has a clear and explainable architecture (with each layer having a very clear meaning and using visual
images of CT scans so the decision can easily be visualized).
Couteaux et al. (2019) proposed an explainable DeepDream approach where the activation of a neuron is maximized
by performing gradient ascent of a given image. The method has output curves that show the evolution of the features
during the maximization. This favors the visualization and interpretability of the neural network and was applied for
tumor segmentation from liver CT scans (Couteaux et al., 2019).
Another example application of XAI is the criminal justice system. In some countries such as the United States auto-
mated algorithms are being used to predict where crimes will most likely occur, who is most likely to commit a violent
crime, who is likely to fail to appear at their court hearing, and who is likely to re-offend at some point in the future
(Dressel & Farid, 2018). One such widely used criminal risk assessment tool is the Correctional Offender Management
Profiling for Alternative Sanctions (COMPAS). Although the data used by COMPAS do not include an individual's race,
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other aspects of the data may be correlated to race that can lead to racial biases in the predictions. Therefore, explana-
tions of such critical decisions are necessary to favor fairness and reduce racism during the decisions (Dressel &
Farid, 2018). As discussed by Soares and Angelov (2019), prototype-based algorithms can be a solution to reduce bias
and favor fairness as one can check and balance the prototypes generated to guarantee a fairer decision. Moreover, the
approach proposed in Soares and Angelov (2019) also provides human explainable rules to assist specialists during
decision-making.
Applications based on NLP also benefit from XAI. Mathews (2019) presented an explainable approach for tweet data
classification based on LIME. XAI techniques for anomaly and fraud detection are also explored by different authors as
a means of enhancing users' trust (Smith-Renner et al., 2019; Xie & Philip, 2018).
Another application domain in which there is a growing number of applications and interest towards XAI is defined
as autonomous systems (these may be airborne, maritime or land-based individual vehicles with a control system or
swarms). Self-driving vehicles, for example, are automated systems that are expected to be used in possibly an unknown
environment (Das & Rad, 2020). In this context, the trust and acceptance of such systems require transparency, in con-
trast to “black-box” solutions. For example, a recent crash (on 18 March 2018) by an autonomous car owned by Uber
led to the operator being charged with negligent homicide (Stilgoe, 2020) two and a half years later. It is, therefore, criti-
cally important (not only from the point of view of public perception and trust which can make or break market per-
spectives, but also from a purely regulatory and legal perspective) to have transparent, interpretable, and explainable,
non-”black-box” models in use. This can lead to more reliable systems which are necessary to guarantee safety and
meet regulations (Das & Rad, 2020). Recently, examples of prototype-based approaches were published in which XAI
was used for understanding the visual scene (Soares et al., 2019) and the situation awareness of a self-driving car on a
highway/motorway/autobahn through the so-called vector of affordance indicators (relative velocities and distances to
the neighboring vehicles) (Soares, Angelov, Costa, et al., 2020). Not only were the accuracy, F1 score and other statisti-
cal measures reported to be comparable with, or surpass conventional DL methods, but the model was clearly explain-
able to a human in the form of linguistic rules and visual means. Moreover, for cases when the situation on the road is
deemed to be generated from a class that was never used in training (a completely new type of scene) it was reported
that conventional DL methods can make an incorrect prediction with a high confidence, which may have very damag-
ing consequences for autonomous vehicles, passengers, legal outcomes, and trust. Instead, Soares et al. (2019) proposed
a self-evolving approach, which can pro-actively learn from new situations due to its prototype nature, and also provide
explainable rules. These safety mechanisms are very important for critical applications such as autonomous driving.
Table 2 summarizes the applications mentioned in this section:
6 | FURTHER DISCUSSION
XAI aims to help humans to understand why a machine decision has been reached and whether or not it is trustworthy.
Consequently, XAI is inevitably a paradigm on how to bridge machine intelligence and human intelligence, with the
goal being to enable and widen the acceptance of AI systems by human subjects. In this sense, XAI can be interpreted
as “AI for people.”
TABLE 2 XAI critical applications—summary
Method Application
Holzinger et al. (2017) Medicine
Dressel and Farid (2018), Soares and Angelov (2019) Criminal justice system
Soares, Angelov, Biaso, et al. (2020) COVID-19 identification
Couteaux et al. (2019) Tumor segmentation
Mathews (2019) NLP
Smith-Renner et al. (2019), Xie and Philip (2018) Anomaly and fraud detection
Soares et al. (2019) Novelty detection
Soares, Angelov, Costa, et al. (2020) Autonomous vehicles
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6.1 | Critical importance of XAI
Even though intelligent systems offer great possibilities, the research initiative of XAI raises concerns of giving such
intelligent systems too much power without the ability to explain the decision-making process lying underneath
such complex systems to domain experts (e.g., medics, lawyers, financial experts, etc.) in terms, and in a form, under-
standable to them. This not only helps understand specific decisions made by such systems, but also encourages
researchers to create more human-like (anthropomorphic) solutions as well as inspiring the study and increased under-
standing of the brain as a natural information processing phenomenon. Moreover, since machines are taking over the
decision process in many daily situations, user rights have to be protected. Intelligent machines still mostly cannot
process abstract information or real-world knowledge unless it is converted to a form understandable by the algorithm
(features, outputs, and labels).
The above critical issue has become extremely important in many AI application areas. For example, the decision
from an automated diagnosis system may influence the treatment plan of a patient, and doctors need to understand
why such a decision was made and evaluate the underlying risks. If we consider farming-assisting autonomous drones,
the farmers need to know why, when, and where drones decide to perform automated spraying of water or pesticides.
Thus, a trustworthy XAI system becomes a critical prerequisite for AI to be applied to practically any real-world prob-
lem. Much research is now being focused on how to handle such kinds of problems.
6.2 | Bridge the gap between DL and neuroscience via XAI
DL as the state-of-the-art AI technique has its roots in the emulation of the human brain. To make deep neural net-
works explainable, an ultimate goal is to find a way to match human intelligence and find a way to build a human-
made “brain” that can interpret the neuronal activities in the human brain or at least, at a functionally higher level,
map the deep architectures to the layered information processing units in the brain.
There are two important differences between the features of current mainstream DL and the human brain. First,
the human brain is more like an analogue circuit without the ability to store high precision parameters. Second, neu-
rons in the human brain are highly interconnected instead of the carefully “handcrafted” architectures of the current
mainstream DL. It is curious, therefore, that the mainstream DL literature is very critical of so-called “handcrafted” fea-
tures (Goodfellow et al., 2014), but is slow to accept that the architectures it is pushing forward are “handcrafted”,
highly problem-specific and with multiple meta-parameters such as stride, kernel sizes, number of layers, and so on.
With the above concerns, XAI can help bridge the gap between DL and neuroscience in a mutually beneficial way.
On one side, neuroscience and psychology can help build rationalized XAI models that are more easily understood by
humankind (Byrne, 2019; Taylor & Taylor, 2020). On the other side, XAI models derived from deep neural networks
can also help in understanding the mechanisms of intelligence in the human brain (Fellous et al., 2020; VU
et al., 2018). The ultimate goal of XAI could be redefined as the pursuit of fully understanding how human intelligence
originates from neurons.
6.3 | Future directions
One promising direction for future research is to focus on prototype-based models (Angelov & Gu, 2018; Angelov &
Soares, 2020) rather than on abstract and highly embedded architectures. Prototype-based models are not new as such
(Bien & Tibshirani, 2011)—starting with the simplest (and highly efficient example of kNN), through RBF types of
ANNs and IF…THEN rules. The power of prototype-based models was noted by Tibshirani in (Bien & Tibshirani, 2011),
but so far these were not developed in the context of DL where they can combine a deeper architecture with a clearly
explainable form of representation. Despite its efficiency, the kNN method is, strictly speaking, not a learning method,
because it requires all the data to be available and stored. Some sparsity is needed which can result from simple
unsupervised forms of learning such as clustering or more complex end-to-end auto-encoders. There is an established
misconception that the only form of learning is parametric learning through optimization (minimization) of a cost
(or loss) function. In fact, people learn by acquiring prototypes from data samples using similarity. Following this logic,
the learning in prototype-based models revolves around the position and properties of the prototypes in the feature/data
space as opposed to the parameters/weights-centered approach that dominates the mainstream. In addition, there is a
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principle difference between similarity and statistical learning (i.e., the two alternative approaches to evaluate the dif-
ference and divergence between two data items). Similarity can be defined over a pair of data items/samples while sta-
tistical measures require a large (theoretically infinite) number of independent data observations.
Another promising direction is to build Turing's type-B random machines (or unorganized machines) (Jiang &
Crookes, 2019; Webster, 2012), also random Boltzmann machines, which can possibly lead to a generalized AI. The
inclusion of new neuro-scientific findings into XAI models will make research on XAI more rationalized, and vice
versa: such a cross-disciplinary exploitation will make XAI not only meaningful for AI researchers but also help solve
century-old challenges on how to understand human intelligence, ultimately. Open research questions in this area
include: (i) how best to determine the network/model architecture?; (ii) how best to extract and represent features?;
(iii) what are the best distance metrics and what are the implications?; (iv) which is the best optimization method?; and
(v) how to determine the best set of prototypes that represent the data best (if a prototype-based method is being used)?
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